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ABSTRACT
The Sound Equalizer for Home Entertainment is a prototype design to help control the large changes in 
audio that is caused by different standards compliance between audio devices. These large changes 
from device to device are at the minimum an annoyance, to at worst a large costly mistake. The sound 
equalizer helps to fix and even eliminate this issue. The device also requires no external power to 
operate so it can be placed in difficult area's without the need to find an extra plug to give it power, 
which can eliminate a lot of frustration. It can also be used in several places in your audio system to 
help keep a nice smooth audio, whether you are an audio aficionado or just want to a nice equal audio 
level.
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INTRODUCTION
The report outlines the process involved in the creation of the Sound Equalizer for Home 
Entertainment. 

The Sound Equalizer for Home Entertainment is a system to normalize the audio input from several 
different input devices. This allows for a home entertainment system to be utilized properly with 
different input devices. This system is meant for people to enjoy their audio experience because of the 
variable audio input from devices such as VCR's, DVD players, and gaming consoles. These systems 
all have a different default audio output which causes the audio on the TV to vary from blaring loud to 
whisper quiet.

The proposed system will contain both a hardware component and software component. The objective 
of the hardware component will be to primarily serve as audio input capturing and video pass-through. 
The secondary objective for the hardware portion is to adjust the audio output once calculations have 
been made for the adjustment. The software portion of this device will be to monitor the audio input 
and calculate the amount of adjustment needed to achieve the correct audio level for the system.

As an avid movie enthusiast and someone who has had to deal with this issue for many years, and an 
up and coming computer engineer with experience developing both hardware and software, I feel that I 
have the qualifications for the design and development of such a device.

PROBLEM
Different equipment will output various audio levels depending on the various input devices. This wide 
variety of audio levels causes headaches as it is a hassle to constantly switch between all of the various 
general audio levels from each of the devices. These changes, though they seem minor, can build up to 
be a very large hassle. 

Not only can this inconvenience become a  hassle, it can also become expensive hobby. If upon 
switching audio devices a speaker is blown out, the replacement could be extremely costly depending 
upon the system. These blowouts can occur when switching between devices that have very large audio 
level differences. A computer generally has a lower audio output level, whereas a guitar generally has a 
higher audio output level. If the sound was at the perfect level on the computer, and then the user 
switched to a guitar, it could blow out the speakers and become a pricy mistake.

Damage to physical equipment is just one kind of damage that can occur from large changes in audio 
levels between devices, damages to hearing can also be risky to a person over the long term. Constant 
changes to audio levels, and blaring audio, is a growing health concern. This hearing loss seems 
insignificant, but over a lifetime can cost a great deal of money in hearing aids. In all these constant 
changes can become a financial burden over a lifetime.
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PROBLEM CONTINUED
For this problem it was originally decided that the device would need to accomplish these points:

1. Remove DC offset

2. Keep dynamics of the signal

3. Have low distortion

Optional Requirements:

1. Fully electronic circuit

2. No need for external power

SOLUTION
I believe that the simplest solution to this would be to use the Sound Equalizer for Home 
Entertainment. This idea would be much simpler, and cheaper, than any other known equipment. A 
similar piece of equipment would be a sound board. These products are pricy and very complicated, 
requiring training and understanding to use effectively. Unfortunately, these products are also not 
automated, the user would then have to manually adjust the sound each time which really does nothing 
to fix this problem. My solution would eliminate the need for such pricy equipment and human 
intervention, as well as the training necessary to operate such a device. This idea would allow for a 
very quick change in audio levels and a nearly perfectly equal audio level for the user so that manual 
adjustments wouldn't be needed for every equipment change, if at all.

Figures 1 and Figure 2 below show the original and updated designs for this project respectively. This 
design was based off of an original design of an automatic gain controller used for cassette tapes, or 
radio applications. The original purpose of these devices was to boost audio gain to a fixed level for the 
user to listen to, even with poor signals. I have modified the original design by modifying the gains and 
using the transistor in a slightly different capacity. Originally the transistor was used to boost the gain 
of the circuit from an infinite input impedance to 150ohms. I have decided to switch that number as I 
do not necessarily need to boost the signal to that degree. The rest of the circuit strips the signal of its 
DC offset and makes a final amplification of the signal so that it is roughly the same level as the 
original signal with only a small shift in phase and a distortion level.
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Figure 1: the original design of the project as based off of an automatic gain controller

Figure 2: final proposed circuit with the removal of unnecessary parts.
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METHODOLOGY
The project was designed exclusively as a hardware application as it helped to solve delays in timing 
caused by a micro-controller system. I was able to implement a hardware only solution that allowed for 
dynamic changes in the signal while keeping the signal at the same approximate auto level. This allows 
for a more controlled output of the audio signal. By having a limited number of operational amplifiers 
and transistors that limits the distortion caused by these devices. 

Figure 3: Gantt chart for time spent on different portions of the project

These parts are specifically for the first version of my project as it was the demonstrated project. The 
updated project parts list will drop the price of the project by only a few dollars. 

Figure 4: Price List for the proposed project

Part

N/A 11 0.006 0.06

N/A 3 0.150 0.45
Transistor MPF102 1 0.630 0.63
Diode 1N4148 1 0.008 0.01
Op Amp TL072CP 2 0.830 1.66
Circuit Boards N/A 2 20 40
Casings N/A 1 20 20

N/A 1 0.82 0.82
Total 63.63
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
The largest issues I had in the beginning was adequate research and the lack of information for the 
creation of audio circuits. After research I found that DSP's would be inadequate because of the time 
delay due to programming. After this I decided to create a completely electrical system. After this it 
was discovered that to keep the phase shift down to a minimum I needed to us a TL082 and TL071 
Operational Amplifier. Other types of operational amplifiers resulted in excessive phase shifting which 
I was trying to keep to a minimum. 

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS
This project needs to be doubled for each audio channel as it can only handle a single. This could be 
expanded to handle 5.1 surround sound and possibly digital audio. These updates could be as easy as 
doubling up modules, or as complicated as adding a microcontroller to control the outputs and gains on 
the outputs. 

CONCLUSION
The final project works better than originally expected and exceeds the original requirement. The 
original idea wanted to limit the dc offset and still allow dynamic range. This project completes this 
object and runs off of the power of the signal, requiring no external power. This means that the project 
can just be placed between the audio output device and speakers without the need for another plug for 
power. This will save more money in the long run while keeping a nice smooth audio level. 
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APPENDIX A – DATASHEETS
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